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This book collects the Spanish cartoonistâ€™s twisted comics, which are popular on Facebook.

Spanish cartoonist Joan Cornellaâ€™s viciously funny Mox Nox single-page strips are wordless,

full-color, hand-painted marvels of the form. That his visually inviting artwork is in the service of

Cornellaâ€™s graphic sense of humor/horror only heightens the appeal. Mox Nox is populated

almost exclusively by smiling psychopaths who invariably turn even the most mundane situation into

a side-splitting and cringe-inducing farce. Full-color illustrations throughout
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Joan Cornellaâ€™s surreal comic strips are a weirdgasm you may never recover from. I consider

myself a connoisseur of the twisted, but even I was left wondering, â€œWhat the hell was wrong

with this person?â€•Every frame is exquisite. Itâ€™s humor at its darkest and art at its most hilarious.

This was a Valentine's Day gift. I was really happy with the price and the overall quality. I'm a tactile

person, so the paper texture is very important to me. This is a cool book for Joan CornellÃ  fans or a

nice surprise for those who don't know him yet and are just fans of comic art.

I love this book, and all of Joan Cornella's artwork. However, I was really disappointed at the care

the product was shown. The book arrived with indentations in the cover like it had been thrown

around and poorly handled during shipping.



Really funny stuff! I'm happy to see it readily available in the States.

Its pure gold, when i saw it in stock, didn't think twice just bought it, now i have readed it several

times but the book has magic by itself, 100 times better to explore the book in physical than watch it

online, waiting for Zonzo!

Finally a book that tells all the emotions that I feel that I can't put into pictures myself. This book got

me thru my 5th divorce, easy peasy.

The quality of production of the physical book is lacking. That's not why you buy this cherry. Keep

this one away from kids!

its a masterpiece i was extemely excited when i got it and am excited everytime i open it definitely

worth the money
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